


AI: see Athena Sustainable Materials Institute.
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BRE: see Building Research Establishment.
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CICCP: see Colegio de Ingenieros de Caminos, Canales y Puertos.
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EAFGM: see European Association of Flat Glass Manufacturers.

EC: see European Commission.

EEA: see European Environmental Agency.


EOTA: see European Organisation for Technical Approvals.

EPA: see Environmental Protection Agency.


EU: see European Union.
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FPRC: see Forest Products Research Centre.


GAA: see German Aluminium Association.


IAI: see International Aluminium Institute.


JSC: see J. Soares Correia Armazéns de Ferro SA.


OECD: see Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development.
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Symonds: see Symonds Group Ltd.
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USDA: see United States Department of Agriculture.


WRAP: see Waste & Resources Action Programme.


